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18th March 2019

The 8th International Exhibition for the Fastener and Fixing Industry
starts tomorrow in Stuttgart
From 19th – 21st March 2019, the international fastener and fixing community will meet again
at Fastener Fair Stuttgart 2019, the leading international trade show for their industry which
takes place in halls 1, 3 and 5 at the exhibition grounds in Stuttgart, Germany. From
Tuesday to Thursday this week, 987 exhibitors from 45 countries will showcase the whole
range of fastener and fixing technologies and will cover a net exhibition space of 22,200
square metres – another increase in floor space by 5% compared to the previous event.
Fastener Fair Stuttgart 2019 covers the complete spectrum of fastener and fixing
technologies, including industrial fasteners and fixings, construction fixings, assembly and
installation systems and fastener manufacturing technology. Major European exhibiting
countries besides Germany are Italy, Turkey, Great Britain, Spain, the Netherlands and
France. Asian exhibitors mainly come from China, Taiwan and India. Visitors are invited to
discover the latest technological trends and innovations in the fastener and fixing industry,
learn about real insights, engage with industry peers and profit from the networking
character of the trade show.
The leading trade exhibition is the meeting point for an industry sector which is vital for
industrial manufacturing and the construction industry. At Fastener Fair Stuttgart,
distributors, suppliers, wholesalers, manufacturers, buyers and engineers from all over the
world come together to discover and discuss future industry trends. Visitors of the exhibition
are from various industry sectors such as construction, automotive, aerospace, marine,
electronic and electrical goods, HVAC - air conditioning - services, energy and power
generation, metal products and furniture manufacturing.
A new addition to the show this year is the “Bonding & Adhesives Technology Area” in hall 1
which is exclusively dedicated to bonding solutions. Exhibitors in this area will showcase
their latest bonding and adhesive technologies which are especially suitable for lightweight
construction in various industries, including the automotive and aerospace sectors.
Visitors can prepare for the show with the help of the Online Show Preview and the Online
Show Planner, both available on the exhibition website. In preparation for their visit, users
can create a personalised show preview by sorting entries by product categories to discover
their personal highlights of this year’s exhibition.
With the help of the Online Show Planner, visitors receive an individual exhibitor list as well
as a personalised hall plan, after they have selected either the preferred exhibitors or the
product categories via the exhibitor list.
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The exhibition grounds in Stuttgart are easily accessible via car or public transport and are
within walking distance of Stuttgart airport. The opening times are from 09:00 to 18:00 on
Tuesday and Wednesday and from 09:00 to 15:00 on Thursday. Tickets can be purchased
in the Online Ticket Shop for €32 and allow visitors to gain fast access to the exhibition halls.
Tickets on-site cost €45. All entrance tickets are valid for all three show days.
Further information about Fastener Fair Stuttgart 2019 as well as travel tips can be found on
the website at www.fastenerfair.com/stuttgart.
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